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Abstract. Bayesian averaging over Decision Trees (DTs) allows the class
posterior probabilities to be estimated, while the DT models are understandable
for domain experts. The use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique
of stochastic approximation makes the Bayesian DT averaging feasible. In this
paper we describe a new Bayesian MCMC technique exploiting a sweeping
strategy allowing the posterior distribution to be estimated accurately under a
lack of prior information. In our experiments with the solar flares data, this
technique has revealed a better performance than that obtained with the
standard Bayesian DT technique.
Keywords: Machine learning, uncertainty, Bayesian averaging, decision tree,
Markov Chain Monte Carlo, solar flare.

1 Introduction
Solar activity is characterized by patterns which can be represented by features of
active regions, sunspots, solar flares, coronal holes, and/or filaments which are
observable on full disk solar images taken from the ground and space-based
instruments [1 - 3]. In the theory, these patterns have a complex dynamics associated
with an 11 year solar activity cycle represented by the features dependent on the time
and location on the solar disk [3 - 5]. The observed full-disk images are stored and
then used in order to discover new knowledge about unknown phenomenon of solar
activity. During the last decade many research has been done in order to discover
phenomenon models in the observed data by using the machine learning paradigms
which potentially are capable of providing a high performance in terms of predictive
accuracy [2 - 8].
In this paper we describe a new machine learning method developed for an
automated classification of solar activity which is associated with solar flares. This
method is based on the methodology of Bayesian model averaging which under some
conditions is able to provide the best performance [9 - 12].

The Bayesian model averaging methodology has revealed promising results when
the uncertainty in classification outcomes has to be estimated [13, 14]. The use of
Bayesian averaging over decision trees (DTs) allows domain experts to understand
the nature of a phenomenon by treating the features as explanation variables involved
in a model of probabilistic inference [14 - 18].
In practice, a prior information, which is required within the Bayesian
methodology, can be distorted or unavailable in a full volume. For example, the
nature of flare occurrences is not yet fully understood in terms of such features as
brightness, magnetism, and topology of the observable regions of solar activity.
Obviously, in such cases the domain experts cannot provide a high volume of a prior
information, and therefore the Bayesian methodology cannot yield the optimal
estimates [11, 13]. However, when the prior information is fully available, the
Bayesian methodology provides the best performance, although this technique is still
computationally expensive. Fortunately, this obstacle can be overcome by using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique of stochastic approximation [13, 14].
In this paper we aim to explore the potential of the Bayesian DT MCMC
technique on the benchmark solar flares data taken from the Machine Learning
Repository [19]. The comparisons are made in terms of the predictive accuracy and
uncertainty in classification outcomes estimated within the Uncertainty Envelope
Technique described in [20].
Further in Section 2 we describe the bases of the MCMC sampling for the
Bayesian averaging over DT models which can be easily interpreted by domain
experts. In Section 3 we explore the conditions under which the Bayesian DT
averaging allows the posterior distribution to be estimated accurately. The application
of the Bayesian DT technique to the classification of solar flares is described in
Sections 4 and 5, and finally Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 The Bayesian Decision Tree Technique
Bayesian model averaging methodology allows the uncertainty in classification
outcomes to be evaluated. In this section first we consider how the Bayesian approach
can be practically implemented on the base of the MCMC technique of stochastic
approximation. Then we consider the use of DT models for probabilistic
interpretation of the classification outcomes which gives domain experts useful
information for understanding.
2.1 Bayesian Averaging over Decision Trees
The main idea of DT classification models is to recursively partition data points in an
axis-parallel manner. Such models provide natural feature selection and uncover the
features which make the important contribution to the classification. The resultant DT
classification models can be easily interpretable by domain experts [11, 17].
By definition, DTs consist of splitting and terminal nodes, which are also known as
tree leaves. DTs are binary if the splitting nodes ask a specific question and then

divide the data points into two disjoint subsets, assigned to the left and the right
branches [11, 17].
The number of the data points in each split should not be less than that predefined
by a user, which has to properly specify this number; otherwise DT model can lose
the ability to generalise well. All data points fallen in a terminal node are assigned to
a class of majority of the training data points residing in this terminal node. Within a
Bayesian framework, the class posterior distribution is calculated for each terminal
node [11 - 14].
The Bayesian MCMC methodology has revealed promising results in the
applications to some real-world problems [13 - 16]. To deal with large DTs, Chipman
et al. [13] and recently Denison et al. [14] have developed the MCMC techniques
using the RJ extension suggested by Green [21]. These techniques make the moves
such as birth and death in order to induce large DTs under the priors given on the
shape or size of the DTs. In the theory, RJ MCMC technique exploring the posterior
distribution has to keep the balance between the birth and death moves which is
required to obtain the desired estimates of the posterior unbiased [13, 14, 21].
Within the existing RJ MCMC techniques the proposed moves are assigned
unavailable when the number of data points, falling in one of splitting nodes, becomes
less than the given number. In practice, a user can improperly set up an acceptable
number of data points in splits as well as the priors on favourite shape of the DTs. In
such cases, the resultant estimates of class posterior distributions become biased [12,
13].
Moreover, within the standard RJ MCMC technique suggested for Bayesian DT
averaging, the desired balance between the birth and death moves practically cannot
be achieved as shown in [16]. This observation is based on the facts that the RJ
MCMC technique exploring DTs makes some moves unavailable because of an
unacceptable number of data points in splits. As a result, such moves cause a
disproportion in the given probabilities of moves. Next we describe the standard
Bayesian RJ MCMC technique.
2.2 The Methodology of Bayesian Averaging
In general, the class posterior distribution we are interested in is written as an integral
over parameters θ of the classification model

p( y | x, D) = p( y | x, θ , D) p(θ | D)dθ ,

(1)

θ

where y is the predicted class (1, …, C), x = (x1, …, xm) is the m-dimensional input
vector, and D denotes the given training data.
In practice, except some simple cases, the posterior density p(θ
θ | D) cannot be
evaluated analytically. However, when values θ(1), …, θ (N) are drawn from the
posterior distribution p(θ
θ | D), we can write:

p ( y | x, D) ≈

N
i =1

p( y | x, θ (i ) , D) p(θ (i ) | D) =

1
N

N
i =1

p( y | x,θ (i ) , D).

(2)

This is the basis of the MCMC technique for approximating integrals (1) [13, 14].
To perform such an approximation, we need to run a Markov Chain until it converges
to a stationary distribution. After this we can draw N samples from the Markov Chain
and calculate the class posterior density (2).
2.3 Reversible Jump MCMC
To sample models of a variable dimensionality, it has been suggested to extend the
MCMC method by the Reversible Jumps (RJ) [21]. The RJ MCMC technique allows
large DT models to be sampled from real data [13 - 15]. Within this technique the
posterior probability is explored by using the following types of moves.
1. Birth. Randomly split the data points falling in one of the terminal nodes by a new
splitting node with the variable and rule drawn from the corresponding priors.
2. Death. Randomly pick a splitting node with two terminal nodes and assign it to be
one terminal with the united data points.
3. Change-split. Randomly pick a splitting node and assign it a new splitting variable
and rule drawn from the corresponding priors.
4. Change-rule. Randomly pick a splitting node and assign it a new rule drawn from
a given prior.
The first two moves, birth and death, are reversible and change the dimensionality
of θ as described in [13, 14, 21]. The remaining moves make jumps within the current
dimensionality of θ . Note that the change-split move is included to make “large”
jumps which can increase the chance of sampling from a maximal posterior, whilst
the change-rule moves do “local” jumps.
Because of a hierarchical structure of DTs, the changes at the nodes located at the
upper levels can significantly change the location of data points at the lower levels.
For this reason there is a very small probability of changing and then accepting a DT
split located near a root node. As a result, the RJ MCMC algorithm cannot explore a
full posterior distribution properly.
One way to extend the search space is to restrict DT sizes during a given number of
the first burn-in samples as described in [14]. This strategy, however, requires setting
up in an ad hoc manner the additional parameters such as the size of DTs and the
number of the first burn-in samples.
Alternatively, the search space can be extended by using a restarting strategy
described in [13]. Clearly, both strategies cannot guarantee that most of DTs will be
sampled from a model space region with a maximal posterior. In the next section we
describe our approach based on a sweeping strategy.

3 The Bayesian Averaging with a Sweeping Strategy
The main idea of using a sweeping strategy is to assign the prior probability of further
splitting DT nodes to be dependent on the range of values within which the number of

data points will be not less than a given number of points. Such a prior is explicit
because at the current partition the range of such values is unknown.
Formally, the probability Ps(i, j) of further splitting at the ith partition and variable
j can be written as:

Ps (i, j ) =

(i, j )
(i , j )
x max
− x min
,
(1, j )
(1, j )
x max
− x min

(3)

(i , j )
(i, j )
where xmin
and xmax
are the minimal and maximal values of variable j at the ith
partition level.
(i, j )
(1, j )
(i, j )
(1, j )
For all the partition i > 1 we can see that xmax
and xmin
, and
≤ xmax
≥ xmax
therefore there is partition k at which the number of data points becomes less than a
given number pmin. Therefore, probability Ps ranges between 0 and 1.0 for any
variable j, and its value is dependent on the level i of partitioning a data set.
Form this point of view, prior (3) favors splitting the terminal nodes which contain
a large number of data points. This allows accelerating the convergence of Markov
chain and, therefore, the RJ MCMC technique can explore an area of a maximal
posterior in more detail.
To make the birth and change moves within such a prior, the new splitting values
sirule,new for the ith node and variable j are drawn from a uniform distribution
,j
,j
sirule, new ~ U ( x1min
, x1max
) . Likewise, for the change-split moves, a new variable is

assigned as follows sivar,new ~ U {S k }, where Sk is the set of features except variable sivar
currently used at the ith node.
For the change-rule moves, the value sirule,new is drawn from a Gaussian with a
given variance σj:

s irule ,new ~ N ( s irule , σ j ),

(4)

where j = sivar is the variable used at the ith splitting node.
For some moves, the number of data points becomes less than a predefined number
pmin. Within the existing Bayesian DT techniques such moves are assigned
unavailable [13, 14].
Within our approach after making the birth or change move, three possible cases
arise. In the first case, the number of data points in all the partitions is larger than pmin.
In the second case, the number of data points in one partition becomes larger than
pmin. In the third case, the number of data points in two or more partitions becomes
larger than pmin. These cases are processed as follows.
For the first case, the RJ MCMC algorithm runs as usual. For the second case, a
node with an unacceptable number of data points in the split is removed from the
current DT. If the move was of the birth type, the RJ MCMC just resamples the
current DT; otherwise, this move is considered as the death move. For the last third
case, the RJ MCMC algorithm simply resamples the DT.
Because the unacceptable nodes are removed from the DT, we named such a
strategy sweeping. Next we describe the application of the Bayesian DT using such a
strategy to the solar flares data.

4 Application to Solar Flares Data
The solar flares data were taken from the Machine Learning Repository [19]. These
data contain three classes of the observations represented by the number of times of a
certain type of solar flares occurred in a 24 hour period in various active regions
allocated to different groups of sunspot complexities. Each observation represents
captured features for one active region on the Sun. The total number of the
observations is 1066, and each observation is presented by 10 features listed in Table
1.
Table 1. The solar flares data features.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Features
Code for class (modified Zurich class)
Code for largest spot size
Code for spot distribution
Activity
Evolution
Previous 24 hour flare activity code
Historically-complex
Did region become historically complex on
this pass across the sun's disk
Area
Area of the largest spot

Values
{A,B,C,D,E,F,H}
{X,R,S,A,H,K}
{X,O,I,C}
{1 = reduced, 2 = unchanged}
{1 = decay, 2 = no growth, 3 = growth}
{1 = nothing as big as an M1, 2 = one
M1, 3 = more activity than one M1}
{ 1 = Yes, 2 = No}
{1 = yes, 2 = no}
{1 = small, 2 = large}
{1 = <=5, 2 = >5}

Three classes of flares are predicted as C, M, and X classes. However, in our first
experiments this domain problem was considered as a 2-class problem of predicting
either flare or non-flare outcome.
In these experiments, no prior information on the preferable DT shape and size was
available. The minimal number of data point allowed being in the splits was set to 1.
The proposal probabilities for the death, birth, change-split and change-rule moves
were set to 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, and 0.7, respectively. The numbers of burn-in and post burnin samples were set to 50000 and 5000, respectively.
All these parameters of the MCMC sampling were the same for the standard and
proposed Bayesian DT techniques. The performance of these techniques was
evaluated within 5 fold cross-validation and 2σ intervals. The uncertainty in
classification outcomes was evaluated within the Uncertainty Envelope technique
providing the rate of sure correct classifications as described in [20]. Next we present
the experimental results.

5 Experimental Results
Both Bayesian DT techniques with the standard (DBT1) and the suggested (BDT2)
strategies have correctly recognized 82.1% and 82.5% of the test examples,
respectively. The average number of DT nodes was 17.5 and 10.1, respectively. Table

2 shows the obtain results. This table shows also the rate of sure correct classifications
which in accordance with the Uncertainty Envelope Technique is proportional to the
classification confidence.
Table 2. The performance and size of the BDT1 and BDT2 on the Solar Flares Data.
Strategy
BDT1
BDT2

Number of
DT nodes
17.5±1.5
10.1±1.6

Perform, %
82.1±4.5
82.5±3.8

Sure correct,
%
67.4±3.3
70.2±4.2

From Table 2, we can see that both strategies reveal the same performance on the
test data. However, the number of DT nodes induced by the suggested BDT2 strategy
is much less than that induced by the standard BDT1 strategy. Besides, the BDT2
strategy provides more reliable classifications than the BDT1 strategy: the rate of sure
correct classification provided by the BDT2 is higher than that of the BDT1.
Fig. 1 depicts the samples of log likelihood and numbers of DT nodes as well as
the densities of DT nodes collected during the burn-in and post burn-in phases for the
suggested BDT2 strategy. From the top left plot of these figures we can see that the
Markov chain very quickly converges to the stationary value of log likelihood near to
–320. During the post burn-in phase the values of log likelihood slightly oscillate
around this value that allows us to conclude that the samples of DTs are drawn from a
stable Markov Chain.
Fig. 2 depicts the contributions of the 10 features to the classification outcome. The
feature importance is estimated in terms of the posterior weights with which the
features were used in the DT models collected during the post burn-in phase.
From Fig. 2 we see that the most important contribution are made by features x1
(Code for class) and x2 (Code for largest spot size). Much less contribution are made
by features x8 (the region complexity), x9 (Area) and x10 (Area of the largest spot).
Thus, based on these experimental results, we can conclude that the suggested
BDT2 strategy using a sweeping strategy allows the classification uncertainty to be
decreased without affecting the classification accuracy. At the same time, the
suggested Bayesian strategy provides the shortest DTs which are easy-to-understand
by domain experts.
As the Bayesian DT techniques require extensive calculations, the computational
time required to run these techniques becomes important for real-world applications.
Having compared the computational time in our experiments, we found that for the
suggested BDT2 technique the computational time is less than that for the standard
BDT1 technique on average on 20%. We can explain this by reducing the size of DTs
induced by the suggested BDT2 strategy.

Fig. 1. The BDT2 strategy. Samples of the burn-in and post burn-in.

Fig. 2. The importance of the 10 features.

6 Conclusions
The classification technique we developed on the basis of Bayesian DT methodology
has revealed promising results in our experiments on predicting the occurrences of
solar flares. Both the standard and suggested Bayesian DT techniques provide a high
performance in terms of predictive accuracy. However, the suggested technique using
a sweeping strategy outperforms the standard Bayesian DT technique in terms of
classification uncertainty. The suggested technique also provides shortest DTs which
can be easily interpreted by domain experts.
The implementation of the Bayesian DT model averaging methodology is still
computationally expensive and, therefore, further research should be done in this
direction in order to reduce the computational expenses and make this methodology
applicable to large-scale problems. Further research should be also done in order to
verify the advantages of the proposed technique on new domain problems.
Overall, based on the obtained results, we believe that the Bayesian DT technique
presented in this paper can be successfully applied to solar data. This technique is able
to provide high performance, accurate estimates of uncertainty in classification
outcomes, as well as the interpretability of models.
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